
British press. . . . The fear is such a combination of events
could well occur, as early as the mad month of August, the
month when wars have often begun.”

‘A Long, Hot Summer’
There has certainly been a “softening up” process, to in-Britain Moves Toward

duce much of the British population to accept extraparliamen-
tary rule. An influential Scottish observer warned EIR thatCrisis-Emergency Rule
Britain is now entering a “long, hot Summer. . . . The situation
is becoming very serious. People in the country are veryby Mark Burdman
jumpy and nervous.”

Over the July 7-8 weekend, Britain experienced its worst
In the face of a rapidly worsening global economic and strate- urban rioting in 20 years, in the northern English city of Brad-

ford. Unrest in the city continued into the week of July 9.gic crisis, combined with an unravelling domestic situation
in the United Kingdom, British Prime Minister Tony Blair Bradford was where the current round of urban unrest had

begun, during the Easter holiday, this year. Since then, riotshas announced the creation of an “emergency crisis-manage-
ment” unit, that will effectively rule Britain in the period to have erupted in the northern English cities of Oldham and

Leeds, as well as in the northwest English city of Burnley. Allcome. This extraparliamentary, proto-police-state apparatus
is likely meant to serve as a model for other Western govern- these cities are, to a significant extent, economically devas-

tated.ments, including across the Atlantic, as leaders will be unable
to cope with the stresses and strains hitting the world, this In all cases, the riots have taken the form of,first, confron-

tations between Asian-origin and non-Asian Englishmen, andSummer through early Autumn.
On July 10, Blair’s 10 Downing Street proclaimed the then, an ensuing round of bloodly confrontations by either or

both of these groups, with police. In the most recent case offormation of what the next’s day London Daily Telegraph
described, on its front page, as “a powerful crisis-manage- Bradford, there is not the slightest doubt that British secret

service-linked provocations are at the root of the unrest. Thement unit in the Cabinet Office, to deal with national emergen-
cies.” As the Telegraph reported, this new “civil contingen- troubles began when the neo-fascist British National Party

and National Front organizations—both of which are heavilycies secretariat . . . will provide an early warning of
impending disasters, and draw up a strategy for handling penetrated by British intelligence operatives and are linked to

“neo-Confederate” networks in the United States—an-them.”
The paper continued: “Mr. Blair wants the secretariat to nounced, on July 7, that they would be holding a demonstra-

tion in Bradford. In response, an entity called the Anti-Nazicarry out routine ‘horizon scanning,’ to look for potential
crises. . . . The unit will work with every Whitehall [govern- League began to whip up anger and ferment among Asian

residents, and to send in agitators. The Anti-Nazi League isment] department, to identify areas of potential concern, and
draw up strategies for handling crises. Experts in any area interchangeable with the British Trotskyist movement, and is

also heavily penetrated by British security.which might cause problems, will be lined up, for swift con-
tact, and asked to help in any crisis. If a national emergency Simultaneously, other parts of the United Kingdom are

primed to explode. Extremely precarious, as the month of Julydevelops, the unit will step up its activity, co-ordinating crisis
meetings in Cobra, the Cabinet Office Briefing Room. It will progresses, is the situation in Northern Ireland. The Northern

Ireland peace process nurtured by former U.S. President Billcoordinate the flow of information around Whitehall and to
the public.” Clinton, is falling apart. Significant British military reinforce-

ments have been brought into the region. Very knowledgeableThe formal, stated reason for creating the unit, was that
British officialdom had reacted dismally, both to the recent British sources have told EIR, that “the situation in Northern

Ireland could explode at any time.”outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease, and to last September’s
national protests over fuel prices. While the importance of
these issues cannot be underestimated, the reality beyond An All-Points Crisis

There are several other shaky fronts in the U.K. BeforeBlair’s announcement, is vastly more serious.
On July 11, a London insider reported that the highest the June 7 general elections, Blair and his Chancellor of

the Exchequer Gordon Brown repeated, ad nauseam, howechelons of the British establishment have concluded, that
“emergency management” structures must be in place, for the wonderful was the state of the British economy. That mythol-

ogy, as ridiculous as it always was, was brutally blown apart,combined, devastating effect of a coming Middle East war
and global financial crisis, especially at a time when the Bush on July 5, with the announcement by the Marconi firm—

mainstay of what remains of the British high-tech manufac-Administration is incapable of responding effectively. He
said that the “deep concern” over such matters, is much turing sector—of massive losses. The company’s stock col-

lapsed by over 50%, and 4,000 new layoffs were announced,greater than “the impression one would get, from reading the
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during the 1997-2001 Blair years, than it was even under the
previous, Tory regimes of Margaret Thatcher (1979-92) andSoros Behind Canadian John Major (1992-97).

As for agriculture, Blair and his team have presided overLegalization Drive
a criminally insane policy, in response to the outbreak of the
foot-and-mouth epidemic, first refusing the advice of sane

Canada, a Crown jewel of London’s Commonwealth experts, to carry out preventive measures such as vaccination,
apparatus, is on a fast-track to legalize illicit drugs, and then, during the election campaign this Spring, trying to
and this spells big trouble for the United States. Just as cover up the extent of the problem. All sober experts now
Canada served as a base for criminal drug- and whiskey- expect that the problem will soon explode again, in even more
smuggling rings during the Prohibition era, Canada can virulent form, and that the Blair government will oversee the
be once again expected to play a pivotal role inflooding slaughter (“cull”) of yet millions more cattle, between now
the United States with even larger quantities of illegal and the end of 2001.
drugs than are now entering the country. And lawfully, Blair’s overall position is extremely shaky, despite his
the name George Soros surfaces prominently in the apparent “landslide re-election victory” of June 7. That will
dope offensive. soon prove to have been a pyrrhic victory at best, especially

In May, Canada’s House of Commons, encouraged as, looked at clearly, Blair’s totals were hardly magnificent:
by Justice Minister Anne McLellan and backed by the He only received 25% of all eligible votes. The 59% voter
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, formed a committee turnout was the lowest since 1918, when Britain was reeling
to “study” the benefits of decriminalization of mari- from World War I, and many voters were still fighting in the
juana. The top-down government initiative followed trenches, or were terribly demoralized. Blair’s absolute vote
the Ontario Court of Appeals ruling in July 2000, that total was the lowest since universal suffrage was introduced,
the law barring marijuana possession is unconstitu- with women being given the right to vote, in 1928.
tional, because it does not allow for “medical use” of the His July 10 announcement of an “emergency crisis-man-
drug. At the time, the court gave the federal government agement” unit may also be seen as an attempt to cling to
one year to amend the legislation. The pro-pot side of rule, under conditions of growing crisis and opposition. But
the Ontario court case was financed by the Lindesmith matters are already gone “beyond Blair,” and that apparatus,
Center—which is part of Soros’ Open Society Institute, in whatever specific form, will actually rule Britain, whether
the bankroller of drug legalization initiatives in Ari- or not Blair stays on as nominal Prime Minister.
zona, California, and U.S. other states.

In 1999, Canada amended its Controlled Drugs and ‘In the Grip of a Frenzied Campaign’
Substances Act to allow marijuana use for “medicinal A survey of key developments in Britain would not be
purposes.” Decriminalization would make marijuana complete, without reporting the epidemic of derangement that
possession a civil offense, with punishment reduced to has seized leading establishment circles, in the form of an
a ticket and a fine, similar to those issued for traffic organized movement for legalization of drugs. Since the June
infractions.—Art Ticknor 7 elections, calls for drug legalization have become an in-

creasingly dominating factor on the British scene. Three of the
leading commentators of the Rupert Murdoch-owned London
Times—Mary Ann Sieghart, Simon Jenkins, and Lord Wil-
liam Rees-Mogg—have appealed for legalization. Similaron top of 6,000 announced earlier in the year.

That development exacerbated the anger among British calls have been made by Sir Keith Morris, former British
Ambassador to Colombia; by Sir David Ramsbotham, outgo-trade unions, particularly in the public sector. Public-sector

unions were already uneasy, before the June 7 elections, about ing Chief Inspector of Prisons; and by former Home Secretar-
ies Lord Jenkins and Lord Baker.the Blair government’s commitment to privatize the main

public services. This unease has greatly increased since then, Drug legalization has been supported by Mo Mowlam,
former senior Minister in the Blair government, and this hasin response to Blair’s announced intention to break the power

of both the public sector unions and professional associations been taken to be a “softening” by Blair’s entourage, on the
matter. From the Conservative side, legalization has been(particularly medical doctors). In early July, senior officials of

both the leading public-sector unions, and the British Medical endorsed by Peter Lilley, former Cabinet Minister, and, more
tentatively, by Michael Portillo, the man currently in theAssociation, sharply denounced the policies of the Blair gov-

ernment. lead to be head of the Conservative Party, after the Tories’
pathetic June 7 showing. Lilley, a confirmed “Thatcherite”The mood in the country has become ever-more sour, over

the collapsed state of infrastructure, both “hard” (transport, free marketeer, argued that the Conservative Party should
be rebuilt, by appealing to younger voters, and others, aroundetc.) and “soft” (health, education). This has turned worse
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the “libertarian” drug legalization issue. is preparing the encirclement and occupation of Colombia’s
cities. So much for peace.One voice of sanity, in the midst of all this, has come

from Melanie Philips, weekly columnist for the Sunday Although political figures close to the Presidency, such
as Conservative Party director Carlos Holguin, have had toTimes. On July 8, she wrote, “What on Earth is going on?

Suddenly, Britain is in the grip of a frenzied campaign to deny persistent rumors of a virtual co-government pact be-
tween Pastrana and the terrorists, the evidence speaks forlegalize cannabis, and even all drugs. . . . Without exception,

these arguments are intellectually dishonest, disingenuous itself. On July 3, Colombian TV reported a government deci-
sion to seat Pastrana’s entire Cabinet at the negotiating tableor terrifyingly irresponsible. Yet they are gaining critical

mass.” with the FARC, the better to work out the details of the gov-
ernment’s planned “reforms.”

In July 2 statements published by the Spanish-language
edition of the Miami Herald, a group of retired Colombian
military officers warned that a bilateral cease-fire, as proposedBritish Legalizers Aid
by the Notables, would dramatically expand and consolidate
FARC control across the country. They predicted that at leastNarco-Coup in Colombia
40 areas where the FARC now claims supremacy, would be-
come untouchable “demilitarized zones” (like the infamousby Valerie Rush
FARClandia in Colombia’s cocaine heartland), into which
neither government nor armed forces would be permitted to

Colombian citizens are watching in horror as their govern- set foot. “This would be the beginning of civil war,” they
predicted, because northern areas of the country, not yet underment conspires with a terrorist army of assassins, kidnappers,

and drug-runners to cancel next year’s Presidential elections, the FARC heel, would arm themselves. “Every day, we are
further from peace and closer to generalization of the con-and impose a dictatorship of terrorist blackmail and legalized

drugs. Retired military officers are predicting that generalized flict,” said one officer.
civil war, certain to spill across Andean borders, will be the
unavoidable consequence. Drug Legalization Is the Goal

When New York Stock Exchange President RichardBehind the scenes, thefinancial elites of London and Wall
Street are slavering at the prospect of vast newflows of money Grasso met the FARC’s Raúl Reyes in 1999 to discuss “mu-

tual investment opportunities,” there was little doubt in any-from legalized Colombian cocaine and heroin trade, under
such a narco-dictatorship. Thus it comes as no surprise, that one’s mind that FARC control over much of the Colombian

cocaine and heroin trade was the key bargaining chip. Thethe din for legalizing drugs is becoming deafening, with the
British establishment leading the pack. superinflated derivatives bubble that is the international fi-

nancial system, desperately needs cash infusions to keep itJuly 1, a Commission of Notables, chosen by the govern-
ment of President Andrés Pastrana and the FARC narco-ter- afloat, and Colombia’s drug crops can provide the “fix” the

London and Wall Street bankers want.rorists to recommend a strategy to kick-start the country’s
non-existent “peace negotiations,” issued a surrender pro- With Pastrana’s blessing, the FARC is on its way to be-

coming “legal.” Now the drug crops it oversees must be legal-posal: 1) declare a truce; 2) call a Constituent Assembly, with
100 seats split between state delegates and terrorist represen- ized, too. that is what former british Ambassador to Colombia

Sir Keith Morris argued, in a July 4 interview with the Londontatives, to rewrite the nation’s 1991 Constitution; and 3) hold
a plebiscite on the new “Constitution.” Guardian, in which he claimed the war on drugs is “unwinna-

ble, costly, and counterproductive,” and that legalization,Speaking to the press next day, the FARC’s Raúl Reyes
was explicit as to the outcome of any proposal his narco- “politically impossible today, can become politically impera-

tive tomorrow.” He said that establishing a legal framework,terrorist army agreed to: “What we want, is to govern. The
FARC’s fight is to become the government.” President Pas- in which drug sales would be taxed “for the common good,”

is now necessary.trana assured Reyes that surrendering power to the FARC in
a negotiated “peace agreement” would require “solid Consti- The Guardian celebrated July 4 by publishing four arti-

cles pushing legalization. In subsequent days, the Daily Tele-tutional grounding,” thereby necessitating a new Consti-
tution. graph and Times of London made clear the British establish-

ment has decided the time has come to ram legalization
through, publishing front-page calls. Likewise, the WallSo Much for Peace

Just a week earlier, Reyes had declared that the FARC had Street Journal has promoted the legalization campaigns of
billionaire speculator George Soros and cohorts in the Uniteddecided to target Congressmen and judges for kidnapping, for

the higher ransoms they bring. He also said the FARC has States, hinting at a “softening” on the issue in the Bush Repub-
lican Party.no intention of confining terrorism to the countryside, but
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